Thank you for attending our event!

If you would like to get involved in future CMU Alumni efforts, we are looking for:

- Volunteers *(help with planning talks, workshops, social events, community building)*
- Event space *(for panel talks, startup pitch, dinner gatherings, casual drinks)*
- Your ideas *(topics, events, speakers, other)*
- Your feedback

Let’s stay in touch!

Carnegie Mellon University Groups

- CMU NYC Alumni Tech & Entrepreneurship Meetup Group
- CMU NYC Alumni Facebook Group
- Swartz Center for Entrepreneurship
- NYC Events

Liquidnet

- Liquidnet.com
- Liquidnet Tech Blog

J.P. Morgan Technology

- Artificial Intelligence
- Machine Learning

Google Artificial Intelligence/ Machine Learning

- Hub for more info about AI/ML research, jobs, and resources
- Summarizes the philosophy of why and how Google does research

Contacts:

Frances Ning (SCS, CIT) fning@alumni.cmu.edu
CMU NYC Alumni Tech & Entrepreneurship Chair

Prerna Singh (Tepper) president@nyctartans.org
CMU NY Metro Alumni President

CMU NY Metro Alumni Board board@nyctartans.org